A PFS Group Affiliate Company

The most robust end to end healthcare payment portal

The PatientRev™ Difference
We leverage smart, easy to deploy cloud technology to give
healthcare providers the tools to securely collect patient
payments across their system.
PatientRev™ was developed by PFS Group, the leading patient
account management firm operating in over 100 hospitals
across the nation.
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A unified multi-channel
experience across your
organization
Take payments from any channel across your network — hospitals,
physician groups, ambulatory services, card readers, online, mobile, and
call centers. All payments and data are unified to enable clear
communications, reconciliation, and reporting. From preservice to post,
we are with you every step of the patient payment journey.
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MOBILE

Leverage your existing
technologies
Our unique integration methods are what makes all difference:
We interface directly with your patient access system for
seamless workflow. Work with your existing credit card processor to
help you save and avoid implementation delays.
Unlike other payment portals that require you to purchase costly new
terminals, PatientRev™ interfaces directly with your existing EMV card
readers.
With PatientRev™ you never have to worry about replacing existing
hardware or merchant relationships.
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Some of our integration and
payment partners.

Patient Balance Management
Commercial and Government Insurance Management
AR Conversion Projects
PatientRev™ Online Billing and Payment Solution

2600 North Loop West Suite 150 Houston, Texas 77092
+1 713 784 4410 | www.patientrev.com | www.pfsgroup.org
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Rapid implementation and
scalable
and scalable
Our cloud based solution allows you to deploy across your
organization in days and as your system grows, we dynamically scale
our application to meet your changing demand.
We leverage our technology to connect every patient payment in
order to enhance the patient experience and help you be efficient.
Our three step implementation process (configuration, training, go
live) has minimal impact on your current workflow.
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Clear reporting and
guaranteed reconciliation
Reconcile, research, and obtain summary or detail reports
pertaining to payment transactions on both a real-time and
historical basis across your entire system and payment channels.
PatientRev™ offers multiple posting options based on your format
and specifications.
Guaranteed reconciliation so that your transactions match your
bank deposits.
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Prioritize security
Point to Point encryption. Tokenization. Managing the risk associated
with transmitting sensitive patient and cardholder data is one of the
most significant challenges of transaction processing.
PatientRev provides comprehensive risk management and security.
Our application is compliant with both the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS), endorsed by Visa,
MasterCard, American Express, Discover, and JCB card brands.
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Actionable data and analytics
PatientRev™ gathers patient data, such as billing history,
engagement level on different communication methods, and
demographic information. It then uses this data and machine
learning to give providers a smart billing solution with improved
methods of communication and payment in order to engage
patients. This also allows us to create dynamic pricing models for our
revenue cycle services with upside to your bottom line.

